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On the Distributions of the Ratios of the 
Extreme Roots to the Trace of the Wishart Matrix 
F. J. SCHUURMANN,” P. R. KRISHNAIAH, AND A. K. CHATTOPADHYAY~ 
Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
In this paper, the authors consider the derivation of the exact distributions 
of the ratios of the extreme roots to the trace of the Wishart matrix. Also, exact 
percentage points of these distributions are given and their applications are 
discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Krishnaiah and Waikar [6] proposed some procedures for 
testing the hypothesis of the equality of the latent roots of the covariance matrix 
of the multivariate normal distribution. These procedures are based upon 
various ratios of the roots, including the ratios of the extreme roots to the trace 
of the Wishart matrix. Davis [4] established a relationship between the Laplace 
transformations of the (central) densities of the latter ratios and the (central) 
densities of the corresponding extreme roots of the Wishart matrix. In this paper, 
the authors consider the derivation of the distributions of the ratios of the extreme 
roots to the trace of the (central) Wishart matrix by taking advantage of the 
above relationship and the expressions given in [7] for the densities of the extreme 
roots of the Wishart matrix. Exact percentage points of the distributions of the 
above ratios are given. Some applications of these tables are also discussed. 
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2. RATIOS OF THE EXTREME ROOTS TO THE TRACE 
Let 11 > 1, > *** > I, be the latent roots of the central p x p Wishart 
matrix 5’ with n degrees of freedom and E(S) = nI, where I, is the identity 
matrix. Then the joint density of u, ,..., ugml where 
(; = l,...,p), is known (see [I]) to be 
(2-l) 
i-1 id 
where 0 < u, -=c . ..<u.<1,C~=1ui=1,r=(n--p-l)/2and 
A,@9 4 = 7+V(pn/2)/ fi F((p - i)/2) qn - i)/2). 
i=O 
Davis [4] showed that 
dp((l + w)‘““-““r;,#/(l + w))} = 2T(pn/2) e%(s-pfi)‘zg;;@), (2.2) 
where Z@(w)) denotes the Laplace transformation of h(w), f f!,, denotes the 
density of u, and g,, (j) denotes the density of 1, . But from (71, we know that the 
density of lI is given by 
g:‘,(w) = R(p, n) wrp+(P-1)(1+P12) exp(-w/2) ~(4; p - 1, r, 0, 1) 0 < w < 00, 
(2.3) 
where 
K( p, n) = 799 1/2)nD’2 II-I p PT(n + 1 - W) J-w + 1 - i)l2)], i-1 
P(hP - 1, I, 0, 1) = +c f ~i,i,(W> --- bi~q~,,d*~(w), (2.4) 
when p - 1 = 2q and 
whenp- 1 =2q+ 1. 
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In the above equations, 
F,(w, 1) = j’ x8@, x) dx, Q!J(W, x) = exp(-wx/Z)(l - x) 
and 
b,(w) = 6 j-oo #(w, x) #(w, e)(Oj++&+‘- - +d+-1) dx de.
The symbolC in (2.4) denotes the summation over all the permutations ;I ,..,, iw 
of 1, 2,..., 4 subject to the restriction il < *.. < i2, and the sign is positive or 
negative according as the permutation is even or odd. Similarly, C,, in (2.5) 
denotes the summation over all the permutations i1 ,..., izq (il < i2 < ..a < iz,) 
of 1) 2 )...) u, u + 2 ,..., 2q + 1 and the sign is positive or negative according as 
the permutation is even or odd. 
In the sequel, we assume that r is an integer unless stated otherwise. In this 
case, it is seen (as in [8, IO]) that ~(4; p - 1, r, 0, 1) is of the following form: 
exp(--kfw) 
P(b;P-LoJ)=-$@f w”c * 
* e 1 
It is tedious to evaluate the coefficients ai , ki and m, algebraically. But they can 
be evaluated numerically by making use of a computer when p is not large. 
Using (2.2), (2.3) and (2.6) we obtain after inversion the following: 
(1 + w)(p”-Q/afd;; (+-) = [2lypn/2) qp, n) 2~P++l”l+‘Pm] $ 
x 2 af (w -  a?-’ ;  1 (  1 
f=l 
(mf- I)! p Aw+ldl' 
(2.7) 
where (x), is equal to x when x > 0 and zero otherwise. After making a simple 
transformation in (2.7) we get finally 
f:;(z) = [2F(pn/2) qp, fz) 2~“+‘“-1”1+“‘2”] $ 
x f a* (1 - (h + 1>4Y Z(pn-4),2; 
.zm*-l(mi - I)! 
ha. 
P 
(2.8) 
i=l 
When p = 3, the distribution of ur was given in [4]. 
6831314-S 
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Now, we consider the derivation of the density of u, . The density of I, is 
known (see [7]) to be 
g’P,(w) = k(p, n) ZU7Pi(?I-l)(l+P/2) 
P.lt exp(-w/2) p($, ;P - 1, y, 1, co) 
0~w~co, (2.9) 
where p(&; p - 1, Y, 1, co) is obtained from ~(4; p - 1, Y, 0, 1) by replacing 
F8(w, 1) with Fs*(w, 1, co) and &(w) with 62(w) for i <j = 1,2,..., 2q. Here 
Fs*(w, 1, co) = j-rm ~S~&u, x) dx, &(w, x) = exp(-wx/2)(w - 1) 
and 
4yw) = J-f ,,B ICI&A 4 (cl,<w, 4Pi+r-lXi+r-1 - @+r-l$+~-l)d~&j. 
Using (2.2) and (2.9) and following the same lines as in the derivation off:; , 
we obtain 
f:;(z) = [2r(pn/2) k(p, n) 2”“f’p-l”lf”‘y -$ 
x f b, "-- Pvi-l 
x pi yn, _ l)! Ldpn-4)'2 O<Z<L P 
(2.10) 
i=l 
Here also, it is tedious to evaluate the coefficients bi and ni algebraically in the 
general case, but they can be computed with the help of a computer when p 
is not large. 
When Y is a half-integer, fg’,(z) and f:‘(z) have the same forms as (2.8) and 
(2.10) respectively when N is replaced with co. 
A relationship was given in Eq. (2.2) of [4] between the density of u, and a 
special case of the distribution of the trace of a multivariate beta matrix; (the right 
side of that equation should be multiplied by T--P/~). An expression was given 
in [8] for the exact density of the above trace1 in the general case. 
3. COMPUTATION OF THE TABLES 
The coefficients ai , ki and mi in Eq. (2.8) and the coefficients bi and ni in 
Eq. (2.10) were evaluated using a computer. Then, the values of c and d were 
1 The exact distribution of this trace was first derived by Nanda (Ann. Math. Statist. 
(1950) 21 432-439) for some special cases. 
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computed for 01 = 0.990, 0.975, 0.950, 0.900, 0.750, 0.500, 0.250, 0.100, 0.050, 
0.025, 0.010, p = 3(1)6 and different values of Y where 
I ocfbf’,(z) dz = (1 - 01), (3.1) 
I 
odj:y:(z) dz = (1 - a!) (3.2) 
andf$!&) andfEd 1 z are g iven by (2.8) and (2.10), respectively. For p = 3(1)5, 
the computations were done for r = 0(1)25, whereas the computations were 
restricted to Y = O(l)16 for p = 6. All the computations were done using 
CDC 6600 and the values of c and d may differ from actual values by at most 
one unit in the last decimal. Due to lack of space, we give only some of the 
tables computed. Table I of this paper gives the values of c for 01 = 0.05, 0.01, 
p = 3(1)6 and d’ff 1 erent values of Y, whereas Table II gives the values of d 
TABLE I 
Percentage Points of the Ratio of the Largest Root to the Trace 
I 
0 .8815 .7591 .6568 .5752 0 .9337 .8246 .I'207 .6334 
1 .8005 .6834 .5928 .5222 1 .8626 .I415 .6517 .5146 
2 .I448 .6322 .5485 .4844 2 .8076 .6925 .6026 .5322 
3 .7044 .5948 .5158 .4560 3 .I653 .6513 .5651 .4998 
4 .6135 .5662 .4904 .4336 4 .7319 .6192 .5368 .4743 
5 .6490 .5434 .4700 .4154 5 .7047 .5933 .5135 .4535 
6 .6289 S248 .4531 .4003 6 .6823 .5719 .4941 .4361 
7 .6121 .5091 .4389 .3875 7 .6633 .5539 .4777 .4214 
8 .5919 .4958 .4268 .3766 8 .6470 .5385 .4636 .4081 
9 .5855 .4842 .4162 .3670 9 .6327 .5251 .4514 .3976 
10 .5747 .4742 .4070 .3586 10 .6203 .5133 .4406 .3878 
11 .5652 .4652 .3988 .3510 11 .6092 .5029 .4311 .3791 
12 .5567 .4572 .3914 .3443 12 .5992 .4935 .4225 .3713 
13 .5490 .4500 .3848 .3382 13 .5903 .4851 .4148 .3642 
14 .5420 .4435 .3187 .3321 14 .5821 .4175 .4078 .3578 
1.5 .5357 .4375 .3733 .3277 15 .5741 .4705 .4014 .3520 
16 .5299 .4321 .3682 .3230 16 .5679 .4641 .3955 .3465 
18 .5196 .4224 .3594 18 .5557 .4528 .3851 
20 .5108 .4142 .3517 20 .5453 .4430 .3162 
22 .5031 .4069 .3450 22 .5362 .4345 .3683 
25 .4931 .3976 .3364 25 .5244 .4235 .3582 
oi = 0.05 a = 0.01 
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TABLE II 
Percentage Points of the Ratio of the Smallest Root to the Trace 
r 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
2s 
a = 0.95 
p=3 p=4 p=S p=6 
.003402 Ml421 .000731 .000427 
.020545 JO9804 JO5503 .003415 
.040339 .020794 .012319 .007964 
.058266 .031596 .019430 .012932 
.073783 .041483 .026218 .017837 
.087152 .050353 .032501 .022495 
.098742 .058281 .038256 .026847 
.I08877 .065384 .043511 .030888 
.117821 .071775 .048316 .034632 
.125781 .077557 .OS2720 .038102 
.132920 .082813 .056769 .041325 
.139369 .087816 .060505 .044322 
.145229 .092025 .063963 .047117 
.150584 .096091 .067175 .049729 
.155502 .099854 .070167 .052178 
.I60039 .103349 .072964 .054476 
.164242 .106608 .075584 .056641 
.171796 .112512 .080364 
.178408 .117729 .084622 
.184260 .122384 .088445 
.191900 .128511 .093514 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
25 
p=3 p=4 p=5 p=6 
JO0669 JO0279 JO0144 .000084 
.008755 .004159 .002330 .001444 
.022134 .011352 .006709 .004331 
.036302 .019587 .012015 .007985 
.049660 .027786 .017520 .011902 
.061810 .035549 .022894 .015825 
.072745 .042752 .028003 .019628 
.082573 .049386 .032800 .023259 
.091432 .055483 .037281 .026694 
.099448 .061094 .041458 .029934 
.106737 .066267 .045352 .032985 
.113395 .071047 .048987 .035856 
.119503 .075480 .052386 .038560 
.125131 .079601 .055571 .041109 
.130336 .083444 .058559 .043516 
.135168 .087037 .061370 .045792 
.139669 .090405 .064019 .047947 
.147815 .096553 .068888 
.155002 JO2031 .073262 
.161405 .I06952 .077219 
.169820 .113475 .082501 
for the same values of p and r, and OL = 0.95, 0.99. For more extensive tables, 
the reader is referred to a technical report (ARL 73-0010) by the authors. 
As a check for the accuracy of the tables, we checked our expressions forfktL(z) 
with the corresponding expression given in [4] and they agree with each other. 
Approximate percentage points of the distribution of ur were constructed in [2] 
by a simulation method and in [5] by using a beta approximation for a few 
values of the parameters. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Let X: p x n be a random matrix whose columns are distributed indepen- 
dently as multivariate normal with covariance matrix Z and means given by 
E(X) = M. Let II > **. > I, be the eigenvalues of S = XX’ and let 
A, 3 ... > &, be the eigenvalues of Q where D = E(S) = n Z + MM’. 
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Also, let H: X, = . *- = h, . In addition, let A, denote the hypothesis that 
Phi > i x8- 
s-1 
for any given i (< p - 1) and let A, denote the hypothesis that 
for any given j (2 2). We now discuss the one-sided versions of a procedure 
proposed by Krishnaiah and Waikar [6] for testing H. We accept the hypothesis 
H against A, if 
% < c, for r = 1, 2,..., i (GP - 1) 
and it is rejected otherwise where 
u, = 1, 
lx 
’ lj 
i=l 
and the constants cr ,..., ci are chosen such that 
P[u, < c,; r = l,..., i 1 H] = (1 - a). (4.1) 
If we impose the restriction that c, = *** = Ci = c, then the critical value c can 
be obtained from Table I. If we test the hypothesis H against A, , we accept H if 
u, > 4 r =j,j+ L..,p, (j 3 2) 
and it is rejected otherwise where the critical values d, are chosen such that 
P[u, 2 d,; r = j,...,p ) H] = (1 - CY). 
If we impose the restriction that dj = .*a = d, = d, then we can obtain the 
critical value d from Table II. If Z = g21D where I, is the identity matrix, then H 
is obviously equivalent to the hypothesis that the roots of MM’ are equal; if, 
in addition, MM’ is not of full rank, then His equivalent to the hypothesis that 
M = 0. Similarly, it is obvious that if the roots of MM’ are equal, then H is 
equivalent to the hypothesis that Z = ~~“1~ . 
Let x1 ,..., x, be N independent samples drawn from a p-variate population 
with the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) F(x). Also, let F,(x), ( j = 0, 1, 
. . . . K), be the c.d.f. of the multivariate normal population with mean vector l~.~ 
and covariance matrix a21,, where u2 is an unknown constant. Then, it is of 
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interest to test the hypothesis H* against the alternative A* where H*: F(x) = 
F,(x) and 
A* : F(x) = i rjFj(x), n-1 + ..a + 7rk = 1, flj > 0 
j-1 
and k < p. Bryant [2] proposed the ratio of the largest root to the trace of the 
matrix S* as a test statistic for testing H* against A* where 
s* = 2 (Xi - Z)(Xj - 9)’ 
j=l 
and NS = f Xj e 
j=l 
Under the null hypothesis, 5’” is distributed as the central Wishart distribution 
with (N - 1) degrees of freedom and E(S) = (N - 1) u”I, . So, Table I can 
be used in the application of the above test procedure. We can also use various 
other ratios of the roots as in [6] for testing H* against A*. 
Next, let us consider the two way classification fixed effects model 
Yij = CL + 7i + Pj + haivj + <ij i = I,..., t j = 1, 2 ,..., b (4.2) 
where C ri = C pi = C 01~ = C vi = 0, C ai2 = C vj2 = 1 and l U are distri- 
buted independently with zero mean and covariance u2. In the above model, 
p denotes the general mean, 7i denotes the effect of the ith treatment and flj 
denotes the effect of jth block. The model (4.2) has been considered in the 
literature (e.g., see [3, 5, 91). Without loss of the generality, we may assume that 
b < t. Corsten and Van Eijnsbergen [3] and Johnson and Graybill [5] have 
independently showed that the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing H,*: h = 0 
against h # 0 is based upon the ratio of the largest root to the trace of W where 
W = K,,‘Y’(I, - (I/t) Jt) YK, , Y = ( yij) is the t x b matrix of the observations, 
It is the t x t matrix of l’s, and Kb: b x (b - 1) is the matrix such that 
K,K,’ = Ib - (l/b) Jb . Under HI*, it is known that the random matrix W is 
distributed as the central Wishart distribution with (t - 1) degrees of freedom 
and E(W) = (t - 1) (~~1~~~ . So, the above test may be carried out using Table I. 
The problem of testing H,* may be also viewed as a special case of the problem 
of testing H where H was defined in the beginning of this section. So, procedures 
proposed in [6] for testing H may be used for testing the hypothesis H,“. 
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